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A peaceful juxtaposition worth republishing!
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Gallant’s baby girl—”dog tired”!

MVNAVHDA ‘ANNUAL MEETING’ SET FOR JANUARY 14, 2017
Dear fellow members, the annual meeting of the Merrimack Valley Chapter will be held at
New England Upland Sporting Club on Saturday, January 14th. The meeting will begin at
9am. Besides being fun, this meeting sets the tone and structure for the entire year, so we
encourage all who can to attend. See further details on page 4. See you there! Carol T.
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THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER
Looking back at 2016, I feel honored to be part of our Chapter
and watch the growth and improvements we have made this
year. First of all, we are still on-course with our Youth Day
events. This year was another success, and we were fortunate
to have AJ DeRosa from “Dangerous Cow Publishing” (video
maker for Ruffed Grouse Society) record the event. At the
time, he expected to have the video on YouTube in or around
February. That will be fun to watch!
We set another chapter record by testing 37 dogs in our Fall
Test. We had a great cook-out, and of course, experienced
several “shenanigans” along the way. Those are but a few of
the wonderful times we had and the things we accomplished.
None of which would have been possible without each of
you—the volunteers who pitch in and make MVNAVHDA the
kind of chapter that it is. Thank you so very much for your
help in training, handling, hauling, lifting, planting birds, gunning,...the list can go on. Thank you!

Carol Trahan
Chapter President

We started off the year with our Annual Meeting in January. We discussed a myriad of things
and what we would do differently, what we did fairly right, and we had a great pot-luck lunch!
(There was even a little excitement and entertainment as Dennis and his truck decided to
drive in the woods instead of on the snow-covered road. Thankfully, it all turned out fine. )
That meeting set the tone for the rest of 2016. I hope that each of you will consider joining us
in the Annual Meeting this year. It’s as functional to the organization as the tests are.
This being the “Holiday Issue” of our newsletter gives me the perfect opportunity to say once
again how pleased I am to know and serve you, and to wish you a wonderful Thanksgiving
and Happy Holidays!

Carol T.
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From the Test Secretary
What a year for testing at the Merrimack Valley Chapter! We tested
17 dogs in the Spring test and a record 37 dogs at the Fall test. A big
thank you goes out to the handlers who tested, all of our volunteers
and the Judges who give their time freely to us.
Remember to wait until Feb 15th, 2017 to send in your test entry for
both the spring and Fall tests for 2017.
I hope you all are having an enjoyable hunting season.
Joanna Korte
Test Secretary

Enjoy the Holidays!
Joanna

Joanna and Kaiser
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Wilderness Adventures Hunt & Angling Club is now under
new ownership & management. The preserve is now New
England Upland Sporting Club.
New England Upland sporting club is a hunting preserve dedicated to providing you with wing
shooting experiences as they were meant to be. We believe in preserving the tradition of upland bird hunting, the bond between dog and handler, promoting the sporting life style and
the creation of lasting memories of time spent with friends and family in the field.

New England Upland LLC
222 Danforth Corners Rd.
Hillsborough, NH 03244
PH. (603) 478-0099

The 2017 Annual Meeting of the Merrimack Valley Chapter
to
be held at the “New England Upland Sporting Club” (formerly
“Wilderness Adventures Hunt and Angling Club”).
Beginning at 9am, the meeting will include a review of each function of the chapter and each
department will be discussed...warts and all. It’s a great time to see the “heart beat” of the
chapter. Around noon, there will be a pot luck luncheon. This meeting will be even more
‘special’ because it will include opportunities for shooters to take a try at the 5-stand clays, or
pay the club to put out some pheasant for “after the season” (legal) hunting.
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NH Wildlife Federation

Preserve, Protect, & Conserve Wildlife Habitat and Resources

Next NHWF Meeting Dates
All meetings are held at the Conservation Center, 54 Portsmouth St, Concord, NH, on the 4th Monday of
the month beginning promptly at 7 p.m.

November 28, 2016 – Board and Delegates Meeting
(December 19, 2016 – Christmas Social for Board and Delegates 6:30 p.m.)

http://www.nhwf.org/2016-meeting-dates-announced/

Oh, Honey...!!
Jessica Barker sent in the following:
“Another use for my ‘Gutt Honey’!”

“Just found out about this paste mixture for wounds and incision sites
on dogs from my vet. Mix honey and betadine making a paste. Pour
over wound with Q-tip and cover with gauze/adhesive.”
“It's messy but it seems to be working.”
Joanne Gutt replied: “Honey is known for it's antibacterial qualities! ...”
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News items in Merrimack Valley and surrounding area…


Augusta ME: Did you ever wonder where Maine’s great blue herons go in the winter? You are about to find out! This
spring, biologists from the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (MDIFW) tagged five adult great blue herons
with GPS transmitters as part of an ongoing effort to better understand the state’s great blue heron population. The great
blue heron tagged in Palmyra and named “Nokomis” just showed up in Haiti on October 20 th, and anyone can watch to see if
she remains there for the winter and if she returns to Palmyra in the spring. The transmitters that the herons are wearing as
a backpack represent the cutting edge of telemetry technology and transmit GPS locations via the cell phone network to an
open source website (www.movebank.org). By following a few simple instructions, anyone with a computer or smartphone
can go online and view the birds’ movements on an interactive map on the internet or through a free App called Animal
Tracker. Users can also download all or portions of the data to view in Google Earth, Excel, or ArcGIS. Read the entire article
at http://www.maine.gov/wordpress/insideifw/2016/10/23/maines-herons-reveal-their-wintering-grounds/



Holderness, NH—Osprey Migration: If you enjoy Osprey , you may want to check out their migration habits. The Squam
Lakes Science Center tracks several osprey each year in their migration to South America. For more on this subject, go to
http://www.nhnature.org/programs/project_ospreytrack/index.php



Concord NH: Report Violations! — Fall hunting seasons are underway, and NH Fish and Game Department Conservation
Officers encourage the public to help protect wildlife resources by reporting wildlife crime. You can report violations to Fish
and Game’s Operation Game Thief online anytime at www.wildnh.com/ogt or call the 24 hour hotline at 1-800-344-4262.
Confidentiality is guaranteed. Rewards are paid for tips that lead to arrest or citation. See the entire article at https://
mail.google.com/mail/u/1/#inbox/158445897b0fb0f1



Montpelier Vermont: Plans for Northeast Kingdom (NEK): The Vermont departments of Fish & Wildlife, and Forests, Parks,
& Recreation are holding a public meeting to discuss future management and use of a group of conserved lands in Vermont's
Northeast Kingdom. The meeting will provide an opportunity for members of the public to review the highlights of the draft
long-range management plan and ask questions. Although the meeting will be held November 10th, there is still time for
comment and input. For more information about the meeting or the planning process, or to comment on the draft plan before December 1, please contact Doug Morin at doug.morin@vermont.gov.. The draft plan is available at vtfishandwildlife.com.



Montpelier VT: Bald Eagles had a good year in Vermont. See http://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com/render?
m=1105576430089&ca=17046c5a-3d95-4ef6-8639-606c25e5bf7f for more information.



Boston, Massachusetts: 40,000 pheasant will be stocked in Massachusetts. The Mass 2016 season runs from October 15
to November 26. For more information, locations and license requirements, go to http://www.mass.gov/eea/agencies/dfg/
dfw/hunting-fishing-wildlife-watching/hunting/pheasant-hunting.html



Concord NH: Hunting Report available— Go to https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1/#inbox/1582bc1f3ef8703d for results.



Concord NH: The New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands, along with the NH Fish and Game Department, will be conducting a wildlife habitat improvement project on 50 acres of the Blue Job State Forest in the town of Farmington, NH. The
project, which will be implemented over the next several years, involves habitat work within the blueberry barrens atop Blue
Job Mountain. Every few years, a portion of the barrens will be mowed with a brontosaurus mower to knock back the young
trees that are invading the area. This will be followed up with a prescribed burn to help maintain the blueberries. This work
will maintain important young forest and barrens habitat that will benefit a variety of wildlife. It will also help maintain views
of the surrounding landscape and blueberry picking opportunities so enjoyed by visitors to the mountain. For more information go to http://archive.mailermailer.com/view/215808614r-ebe4e998%2a1206523p-3f297780



Concord NH: The Wildlife Heritage Foundation of New Hampshire had another successful year for its annual Moose Permit
Auction. The 2016 Auction raised $33,009, with the money earmarked for eight grants supporting programs of the New
Hampshire Fish and Game Department. See http://archive.mailermailer.com/view/215808614r-ebe4e998%2a1206181pb4435c23
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News items in Merrimack Valley and surrounding area… (continued)


Concord NH: Deer Collisions imminent—According to the New Hampshire Fish and Game Department deer biologist Dan
Bergeron, a hefty percentage – almost a third – of all deer-vehicle collisions in New Hampshire occur from mid-October
through the end of November (see graph at www.wildnh.com/wildlife/brake-for-deer.html). In a typical year, an estimated
1,200 deer/vehicle collisions occur in New Hampshire. Let’s be safe out there! http://archive.mailermailer.com/
view/215808614r-ebe4e998%2a1207502z-b4b99243



Walpole NH: Hubbard Farms Wildlife Management Area and Cartop Boat Access to be gated due to vandalism— http://
archive.mailermailer.com/view/215808614r-ebe4e998%2a1204756h-c7d2709a



El Nino, El Nina—whatever! When the wind blows and it’s too cold to train. With a hot cup of beverage, a crackling fire,
and the pups at one’s feet, it’s a great time to look over the YouTube videos that the New Hampshire, Maine and Vermont
Fish and Game departments put on the internet. Yes, some of the videos are “lame”, but some are quite good. Don’t forget
that the Ruffed Grouse “Project Upland” will be uploading videos about then—and very likely, our “youth day” at MVNAVHDA
as well. Better than watching “Outer Limits” re-runs for the umpteenth time, these videos are just another place to go and
dream about the upcoming October and November hunts. Http://www.youtube.com



Tri-state Snowmobile Weekend Set for January 27-29, 2017 : http://archive.mailermailer.com/view/215808614r-

ebe4e998%2a1209014r-250a3f56


Carol Trahan and Joanna Korte having lunch by the truck tire.

Who says boys have all the fun?!!
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TO THE POINT:
In September, we got an email from Gus Gozoules about
Vixie—his Small Munsterlander. He told me that while
training with Dave Trahan,…...………..well, here is his
note: “Den, This is really good. Yesterday I was training
with Dave. Vixie went on point. Dave told me to watch
her wile he would pick up and toss the bird. We followed through with the plan.
Dave threw the bird which flew up about twenty yards turned around and flew
right into Vixie's mouth. How do you discipline a dog for taking out a bird under
those circumstances?” Gus Funny!! You just can’t make these things up!
In October we heard “there is a lot of walking in between birds!” (Meaning more
walking than usual.) Although it seems Rob Marcotte did alright up in the Allagash
region. Chris Pope also gives us some anecdotal information from the Pittsburgh
area, and we transcribed some of David Trahan’s final “guide’s report” into the
newsletter. Overall, it seems that the hunting “quality” was directly tied to the
lack of water.
Joanna and Carol’s picture on the preceding page reminded me of the days and
moments I spent afield with my hunting and fishing friends. When you get
somewhere near my age, the “body count” is much, much less important than
the honest camaraderie and special moments you share. A “hunting buddy” is
grown over time. Some folks never ‘click’, others do. When they do ‘click’, it’s
wonderful! You may get on each others nerves at times, but (if you’re really
lucky) the bond that is forged from your shared passions takes on an air of ‘the
sacred’. When one of you ‘moves’ or goes to the ‘rainbow bridge’, it will be the
size of the hole in the other’s heart that tells how great that friendship was.
As we walk into the holiday season, I wish each of you friendships that grow to
be bigger than you ever imagined.
They take time, but they’re worth it!
Den
Editor
Den may be contacted at

MVNAVHDA.editor@gmail.com
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Missy Correia sent in this photo of a young hunter and his bear.
She wrote:
“Hi Den,
Yesterday my girl Trout tracked and found this bear that a local hunter shot with a bow. He
and friends searched for several
hours, and then by advice of our
county Sheriff...called me!
Thought you might put it in MV
NAVHDA....if you like.

Versatile dog...and I'm so proud of
her!
Thanks,
Missy”
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Allagash region Hunt

by Rob Marcotte

This year I spent 3 weeks at Loon Lodge which is about 4
miles south of Allagash Lake in northwest Maine. After
hearing reports of lots of brood sightings I was expecting
lots of birds this year. Despite the favorable reports the
birds appeared to be pretty scarce. I had two clients flying
in from Virginia Beach on Wednesday so I spent the first
few days scouting. I didn’t plan on shooting any birds. Just
locate some birds and tune up the dogs. That worked for
me, but the dogs were pissed. Gris would point a bird and
I would flush it but not shoot. He would look at me and
give me the Griffon stink eye. So, I decided to shoot one
bird over each dog. Got one for Gris which made him happy. Frippy had his first honest point on a pa’tridge. Bird
had nowhere to go but the stew pot.

Frippy’s first pointed ruffed grouse

the amount of rough walking involved in pa’tridge hunting.
One of them wore a pair of slip on L L Bean boots. —No
ankle support. He wore the same size boot as me. I always
have a spare pair of boots in the truck so I offered him my
boots which he refused. I told him to either wear my boots
or stay in truck. Told him if we got in the woods and he
couldn’t walk out I would have to quarter him cause he
was too heavy to drag out. He really liked my boots. They
managed to bag 9 birds in 3 days and were pleased.

A group from Massachusetts arrived for the second week.
One of them asked me for some tips. I told him to hire a
guide with dogs. “I don’t need no friggin guide or a dog”
Next day he tried to hire me but I was booked. His group
had hit 7 birds that day but couldn’t find them.

Gris got two

It was very warm the first and second weeks. Many days I
wore just a t-shirt and hunting vest. The birds were holing
up in the mixed fir/hardwoods. A lot of birds were feeding
in the alders. Several times Gris would go on point in the
alders and the bird would run off to the thicker cover. This
year Gris did very well on relocating and pinning the bird.
A guy from Connecticut asked me to guide him for an
afternoon. It was his first time hunting with a group that
has been coming to Loon Lodge for 20 years. They told
him they had been hunting there for 20 years and never
needed a dog or a guide. Guess who were the only ones
in camp with birds that day? The birds were 50 yards or
more off the roads this year. So, the road hunters had a
hard time.

Gris with five

The gentlemen from Virginia Beach hunt quail in Georgia
and do a lot of duck hunting. They were quite surprised at So, despite the hard hunting Team Scruffy Dog managed to
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find lots of birds and keep the clients happy.

If you ever travel to that region you need multi-ply tires
and should bring 2 spares. The roads are made up of
crushed ledge which makes for some very sharp stuff. It’s
like driving on arrow heads. I think we had a total of 8
flats at the lodge. I brought 2 mounted spares but didn’t
need them. A truckload of hunters stopped me one
day. Another truck in their party had a flat and no spare.
“how much did you pay for that mounted spare?” I told
them $250. “We’ll give you 500” I told them sorry but
then I would only have one spare. The broke down truck
was last seen heading back to Moose Head (50 miles
away) riding on the rim. They had plenty of gas and lots
of beer!

Expecting breeding in December 2016
Now taking deposits.
Hanna On Point NADKC Derby Prize 1, AZP
Prize 1, FW Rating SG1, NAVHDA NA Prize 1
112 points UT Prize 1.

Frippy at the end of a hard hunt.
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David Trahan, Head Guide at Lopstick Lodge gave his places that we wanted to get to we couldn’t because
year-end report: (excerpts from video)

it’s either “driving to” or “walking up to”, so we had
to reconvert and some of us went down farther
south. But all in all it was a really good season.”

See the entire report at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=AYiJ2BJ2zX0

(Q: How was the bird season this year?)

“We started out a little slow this year, we had a
drought in New England, so the birds were deep into the woods. The misconception that people were
having that there weren’t any birds in Pittsburgh, it
was furthest from the truth. I mean if you went
deep into the wet areas we did find plenty of birds.
It was a good year for birds.”

(Q: For both woodcock and grouse??)

“Oh absolutely! Even woodcock was perhaps one
of the best years ever as far as I’m concerned when
it came to the woodcock season. We were probably
seeing about 50% woodcock and 50% grouse this
year, so it really worked out well.
You know we had a little bit of a ‘zinger’, the third
week came up and it got cold and brought the frost
in, took the leaves off the trees, ...it was looking
good!
...And then a week later we had snow! And it was
snow that you couldn’t believe that came down, so
that kind of turned all the dynamics around. All the
12

Here is our Pittsburg Report. ….Chris Pope
Five of us with three dogs rent a camp on first lake
for the month and focus on woodcock. We have
been doing this for years. We also try to keep track
of bird numbers so we can track trends. This year,
we found ample amount of woodcock in our traditional coverts. Because foliage season was late this
year we had, similar to last year, a bit of a struggle

actually taking birds—fortunately we did not have

From the Department of “This Actually
Happened to me!”

SCARED ME !

a shortage of ammo either!

One morning, Gunny and I were hunting along in a
Grouse, as many hunters up here will tell you, was
snowy covert. I was intently watching the pup 45
another story. While we hunt woodcock we also usu- yards ahead when I heard a noise to my right. As I
ally find decent numbers of grouse sharing coverts.
turned my head I heard flap, flap, flap really close…
Not so this year in the first two weeks. In the second scared the crap out of me and I jumped a foot in the
two weeks we started seeing good numbers and in
air. Then saw my Whisky Jack friend standing on the
groups of not more than 3. Their crops were full of
barrel of my shotgun looking at me. …he became so
high bush cranberries, if there were berries present
curious when I took out my iphone that he jumped
in the covert, if no HBC then catkins and occasionally up unto my left hand holding the phone…no doubt
mushrooms.
well-meaning folks hand fed him all summer.
Other anecdotal infoalthough woodcock numbers were pretty good
we encountered VERY few flight birds in
groups. It was a lot of “onsey’s.” We are really curious what other NAVHDA folks found. It
was probably a case of us getting out late
morning and our NAVHDA friends had already
been though the coverts taking birds and
spreading the others out??
Not ONE snipe encountered! We always see/take
a few snipe in Pittsburg. Did anyone else
come across snipe up here? I did take one in
September down south after three days of
looking for them.
For those who like to run their versatile dogs on
bunnies? Come on up- lots of snowshoe hare.
We had a toast one night to a close friend who
celebrated his 40th year in a row of taking at
least 1 grouse…cheers to that! I’ll be 106
when that happens!
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(Chris Pope continued: )

Bird Search Made Easy

Gunny was swimming and searching for this
downed woodcock in the river when the timberdoodle conveniently jumped down off the high bank
and into the river 3’ in front of Gunny…thank you!

Reminder!
I’m probably the last one to figure this out, but…if
you are travelling with your dog and you forget his
medicine or run out, your vet can call in ‘some’
animal prescriptions to people pharmacies…and
the store discounts still apply…sometimes much
cheaper!
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Thanks at Thanksgiving!!
Chris, Kris and “Gunny” need to thank Dave
and Carol and the many, many members of
MV-NAVHDA for helping to make this a really
fun year of training. We got tons of help and
advice from many folks and it really paid off
during the hunting season.
Thanks and be safe!!
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John Graf sent the following:

“This very cooperative woodcock allowed for a photo shoot while

hunting a beaver flowage in Pittsburg, NH. Jaegerbakkens Oakleigh frozen mid stream on point. “
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(John also sent this close-up of the bird. Nice!)

Hmmm. Looks like the beak is still in the ground.
Is there a worm that the bird doesn’t want to lose?
Den
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Ryan Sullivan’s “Ilsa” with her very first woodcock—shot and retrieved.
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Suzi Moore sent in this picture of a beautiful barren ground Caribou.

She was moose

hunting in Newfoundland (I think.). She says, “...so about hunting moose for a week - the
only four footed animal that I saw- he stood 30 yards from me for full minute- protected in
the area that I was hunting in - too gorgeous to shoot
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Doug Ross wrote:

“Jetta (Indaba’s Persuasion) on right and Otto (another Indaba Weim)

lock on a Baxter State Park grouse (bottom photo). Both dogs passed the NAVHDA Natural
Ability test and are developing into fine hunting companions. “

Doug Ross also wrote: Baxter State Park grouse taken with my late Dad’s JP Sauer 20
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Doug Ross also wrote:

Kota (“The Warrior”) on point. As is frequently the case, Kota’s points are often more exciting than shooting a
bird, so I’m confronted with choosing the Nikon or Dad’s JP Sauer 20 gauge. The goal is to get a photo and
then shoot the bird as it flushes. However that works only about 10% of the time. The rest of the time the
bird flushes and escapes before I get the camera focused, or as in this case, the bird (a chukar) flushes after
the photo but before I can put the camera away, and escapes.
Fortunately, this shot captures the moment of a great dog doing his job and I don’t mind the chukar escaping,
as I’ll have this photo to relive the moment for years to come!
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Jerry Roy wrote in to say, “Hey Dennis…I said I’d “maybe” send some pics…this one is from Kapuskasing
Ontario and the other is from “undisclosed” North Dakota! What a terrible drive from Ontario to ND. The
Trans-Canada Highway is one dreary road….miles and miles of miles and more miles. Desolate. Found a neat
little motel in North Home MN. Not really special except that I’d just finished the Trans Can and was eager to
stop. It was right beside a very nice Bar and Grille.
What a way to end a long day! “
…………...and now, a “moment
of silence” for the grouse
population in Ontario….....

Gerry also wrote, “This is a possession limit for 3 guys taken over a full week of hunting. We contributed our third
with the shotgun and better than half with dog work. And believe me when I say I used more than one box of
shells!!! There may be more grouse up there, but they’re not stupid! They can still put a tree between them and you
quicker than you can put a charge of shot on their backsides! “
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Gerry’s photo of “undisclosed”, North Dakota. (You will recognize the location because of the hay bale. )
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and content we sat enjoying the peace and serenity
of the moment.

The Disadvantage of Retirement
When I was younger, I sometimes dreamed of being
retired and able to hunt when and where I wanted.
Another side of retirement was discovered this year
in a golden “upland”.
It was a beautiful sunny morning when K-Lee and I
took to the field. I thought we’d hunt up woodcock—
and maybe even a left-over pheasant, so I drove to
the Franklin Flood Control Area and drove along the
east bank of the Pemigewasset River. Stepping out
of the cab of the truck, I began to reminisce about my
hunting buddy who had “crossed over to the other
shore” . Missing him, I silently put on my vest, my hat
and gloves, ready to chase birds. I pulled out my gun
and realized that I hadn’t locked the cab of the truck.
Off again came the gloves so I could retrieve the keys
in my zipped pocket. Once that deed was done, I reassembled myself, retracing my steps. With the fall
sun shining on me, I went to the back of the truck and
let my dog out. There must have been something
about that morning, because she seemed to have the
same casual air that I did. We walked along the old
dirt road that used to be a thoroughfare over 100
years ago., then cut into the edge of the field. We
followed a stream to a riparian area near the
riverbank. We had put up woodcock there before. I
silently hoped that “flight birds” were in. Meandering
between the tall grass and the brush along the edge
of the field, the dog and I worked along. I looked for
an indicator from the dog. ...nothing.

A couple of times she got “birdy”, but nothing came
of it. It really didn't matter. I was enjoying the quiet
of the morning.

“Wait! That’s strange...” I thought. It shouldn’t be
that quiet at this time of day! I looked at the other
river bank and around the field. I was the only one
there! Feeling the urgency to check my calendar, I
reaching into my pocket, I pulled out my phone and
scrolled to the calendar app. Oops. No wonder it
was quiet! “Today“ was Thursday and it was before
noon. I had lost track of the days and I was in the
wrong week. There was one more stocking to be
done . I was in the wrong place at the wrong time!
“You know we screwed up don’t you?” I said to the
dog. She looked back at me as if to say, “what do you
mean ‘we’?” Not getting much sympathy from the
dog, I unloaded the shotgun, put her at heel and we
walked back to the truck along the old road . I was
feeling rather stupid.

Fortunately, no one came along until I was back in
About 1/2 way through our course of the field, I
the truck and heading out.
stopped on a little hillock and called the dog to my
Clearly, being retired has its drawbacks.
side. With the down command, she rested by my
Now where did I leave my cell phone???
side as I sat in the grass —feeling the breeze slowly
caress my face, and watching the river’s flow flash as
Name withheld
if there were diamonds just below the surface. Calm,
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Thanks to our corporate sponsors and conservation partners!
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A bit early? Yes, but we claim editorial privilege:
From the Newsletter Editor to members and friends— Wishing you a
very Happy Thanksgiving, and a very, ..very,
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